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Outline
• What is HIRLAM? (non-conservative semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian

weather forecast model) …

• How to make semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian models mass-conservative:

          - Horizontal advection:  Finite-volume Semi-Lagrangian schemes
   (a.k.a. Cell-Integral Semi-Lagrangian CISL)

          - Semi-implicit time-stepping with CISL schemes

          - Vertical problem:

   * Floating Lagrangian coordinates during each time-step;
               consistent splitting of the horizontal and vertical

      problems
   * Lagrangian treatment of energy conversion term

• Preliminary tests (adiabatic and full physics)





Traditional semi-Lagrangian semi-implicit
grid-point model.

Non-conservative formulation



Part I:

Horizontal problem

Cell-integrated semi-Lagrangian
schemes



Finite Volume schemes

  (semi-)Lagrangian      Eulerian

fully 2D      1D sweeps (cascade)    fully 2D dimensional split



Eulerian finite-volume scheme
Integrate the flux-form Eulerian continuity equation

over the arrival area           an apply Gauss’s divergence theorem:

where     is the outward pointing unit normal vector of the boundary              .  Discretizing the left-
hand side and time-averaging the right-hand side, yields:

where the angle brackets represent averages in the
x or y-direction and the double-bar refers to the
time average over the time-step        . So the right-
hand side represents the mass transported through
each of the four arrival cell faces into the cell
during one time step.



Cell-integrated semi-Lagrangian (CISL) scheme
Integrate Lagrangian continuity equation over a cell/volume A moving with the
flow:

Discretizing this equation using backward trajectories, the CISL continuity equation
results:

where         and         is referred to as the departure and arrival area, respectively.

is the is the integral of             over the departure area,
where                is the sub-grid-scale reconstruction.

More on reconstructions later …



 



Equivalence between Eulerian and Lagrangian
finite-volume schemes



Equivalence between Eulerian and Lagrangian
finite-volume schemes

Note that any Eulerian finite-volume
scheme has (or should have) an effective
departure area associated with it

- see such a discussion for the Lin & Rood
scheme in Lauritzen (2007) and Machenhauer
et al. (2008).



A note on CISL schemes
• Accuracy of trajectories

CISL schemes are more sensitive to accurate trajectories than grid-point semi-
Lagrangian schemes since the divergence is absorbed in the trajectories (Thuburn 2008,
Lauritzen et al. 2005, Kaas 2008):

Shallow water and 3D hydrostatic tests show that the acceleration should be included in
the trajectory estimation when using CISL schemes.

• - : “Geometric approach” makes it difficult to exactly
preserve a constant for non-divergent flow.

• +: inherently local,  allow for long time steps, reuse
geometric information for each additional tracer and have
monotonic options.



Part II:

Semi-implicit time-stepping with
CISL schemes











+ use traditional semi-Lagrangian grid-point scheme for u,v,T equations 



Part III:

Vertical problem

Floating Lagrangian coordinates



Vertical extension of Lagrangian cells
- Cells move with vertical walls

- Cells depart from model levels
  (horizontally backward 
   trajectories)

-The Lagrangian cells do not
  necessary arrive at a model
  layer 
  (=Lagrangian Vertical 
  coordinate)

-The horizontal approximation
 to the departure cells drawn on 
 the Figure is that of the 
 Nair et al. (2002) scheme.



Non-traditional trajectory algorithm

Trajectories are backward in the horizontal 
and forward in the vertical.

A. First guess. All computations in a model
     layer

B. Solve continuity equation to get pressure
     level thicknesses implied by CISL
     continuity equation

C. interpolate winds in the vertical to that
     level. Iterate if necessary.

VERTICAL DISPLACEMENTS ARE 
CONSISTENT WITH THE EXPLICIT
CONTINUITY EQUATION AND 
HYDROSTATIC BALANCE



Vertical remap at every
time-step
(note that long
semi-implicit time-steps
are used)

(use cubic Lagrange interpolation for u,v,T and PPM for “mass-related” variables)







Part IV:

Preliminary testing

Adiabatic and full physics















Effect of vertical remapping method









Summary
• Model stable for long time-steps.
• Convergence in Jablonowski-Williamson baroclinic wave test

case.
• For relatively low resolution runs finite-volume dynamical cores

seem to need a higher resolution for obtaining same accuracy
compared to spectral dynamical cores (not shown).

• Indication that consistent discretization of energy conversion
term in thermodynamic equation is important during strong
baroclinic developments.

• Efficiency: In current implementation CISL models approx.
twice as expensive (however, ad hoc coding compared with
optimized HIRLAM).

• Model can perform online transport with a very high level of
consistency!
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Questions


